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established itself as » exdusively fiterary publication
and plans to retain this for•«&
... ^
The pubikatkm will be considered a Division I
organization and will request
the same type of funding
received by The Anthology
from the Student Allocations
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NAACP schedules projects

Donna Chapa
By KATHYSNEAD
TJ staff writer
Donna Chapa was elected
SGA President by 96 votes in
the March 6 run-off against
Nigal Vidale.
Chapa is a first semester
senior and Model U.N. X student coordinator.
Chapa said through the experience of the campaign she
finally realized how important
elections are.
In the run-off for attorney
general
Richard
Golden
defeated Craig Wilkinson by 261
votes.
For junior class president,
Stephen Johnson received 163
votes and defeated Adam
Sherrill who received 118 votes.
Margaret Howell won junior
class vice president and received
149 votes against Janet Blair
who received 137 votes.
More than 189 votes were cast
in the run-off than in the first
election.

to

^ f ^ o l d business, senate
voted on the recipient of the
Urscheler, Grimes, Gilbert
SGA Award of Excellence.
the winner to be announced
at the next meeting,
Senate meetings aru held
every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Dinkins Auditorium and are
open to the public.

Award winning author
John Edgar Wideman will
speak at Winthrop Co lege on
Wednesday, March 26. He
will give two lectures: one in
the Baruch Room at Joynes
Center at 3:30 p.m., and one in
the Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
Wideman is the author of
such works as Glance Away,
Hurry Home, The Lynchers,
and Sent for you Yesterday,
John Edgar Wideman
which won the PEN/Faulkner ding to Ross.
award in 1983.
Wideman, 44, is a native of
Dr. Nick Ross, English Pittsburgh, where he became
department acting chairman, high school valedictorian, and
said, "John Wideman's ap^ All-American basketball
pearance at Winthrop is part player for the University of
of the Writer's Forum, which Pennsylvania, and the second
is sponsored by the South black named a Rhodes
Carolina Arts Commission, Scholar. He has taught at
the National Endowment for Howard University in
the arts, the Winthrop Washington, University of
College of Arts and Sciences, Pennsylvania, and is currenand the department of tly teaching at the University
English and drama."
of Wyoming.
Ross said that the first lec- Although Wideman, a forture would be "a discussion mer Rhodes scholar and Kent
pertaining to creative Fellow, is primarily a writer
writing, which should prove of general fiction, his latest
interesting and valuable to all work, Brothers and Keepers, is
writing students. However, autobiographical. Brothers
all other students are invited and Keepers examines the
to attend as well."
relationship and disparities
The second lecture will between the lives of
feature readings from Wideman and his younger
Wideman's works, and a brother Robby, who is
question and answer session currently serving a life senfollowing the readings, accor- tence for murder.

By A. GISELE CHICK
TJ staff writer

association plans to hold bimonthly membership drives.
The next membership drive will
The Winthrop Chapter of the be held April 9-11 in Dinkins and
National Association for the »n the cafeteria lobby of East
Advancement of Colored People Thomson.
has begun plans for future activities both on campus and
across the country.
At a mass meeting held MarOn March 27-29, the Regional c,h 19- Horace Jones, president of
the R
Convention for the NAACP will s e v e r a<*k H , u NAACP, gave
be held at the Hyatt Regency
' suggestions to the
Hotel in Knoxville, Tenn.
organization regarding steps to
improve minority relations at
Winthrop.
According to President Iris
Boyd, the convention is open to "You are all in an ideal
all members. At this time, the position at this time. Dr.
organization is not financially Newberry is someone who is
able to pay for members to at- w jHi n g to listen to your
tend. Those wishing to attend suggestions," Jones said.
will be required to pay their own
fee.
Jones recommended the
association make a list of
The state NAACP meeting suggestions that will be taken to
will be held in Columbia on April Newberry. Jones also em12. According to adviser Mollie phasized that the NAACP
Bethea, any members wishing to should put pressure on elected
attend the meeting will be officials of the college and cornprovided with transportation for munity.
the day.
On April 12. the NAACP will "We put these people into
hold a car wash to raise funds for their respective positions, directhe treasury. Beginning March tly or indirectly, and if they
31, the association will hold a aren't willing to listen to our
raffle for a steak dinner. The raf- grievances, then they can just as
fie tickets will be $1. The easily be removed," Jones said.
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Newsbriefs
Teaching Award

— Should Epicure be replaced?
By RANDY FIRESTTXE
Special to TJ

tions. Winthrop need only take separate from the regular meal
the lowest acceptable bid.
plans." said Simpson.
\ oazg :or
:ae Excellence m Teaching Award for 1385-86
Food services that have "These
plans
include
DiAce duria
r - ***? S registration ir McBryde Hail April 1-4
The biggest complaint by already expressed interest in breakfasts, lunches, or dinners
rrOG
- 10"-30 am. until 6 pjn. This award is given ;o the
students at most colleges and the Winthrop contract include only. What we try to do is give
professor receding the most votes by his her students and
universities may not be the ARA Co.. Aladin Food Service, them (day students) a chance to
s sponsored by the Hocor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
grades they receive, but rather Seiler. The Canteen Co.. and eat one meal a day per week if
otaoents need not be a member of Phi Kappa Phi to be
the food in their respective Serv-O-Matic.
they happen to be here for that
eugible to vote. Graduating seniors are also invited to drop
cafeterias. Winthrop College is John Presto, vice president time of day. This type of plan is
by McBryde during these h-^urs and register their votes.
no exception.
for administrative services, said like the food cards used in the
This spring, the food service contract proposals will go out to student center which is also
contract at Winthrop. which is the various food services March available to day students," said
Attention all girls and guys: Anyone interested in cnwng
worth nearly $1,300,000 in sales. 25 and are due back one month Simpson.
with the gtee dub should register for MU5 151 during prewill come up for renewal. The later.
These plans have always been
regatratioc uio pennissioc slips are needed'. Evervone is
contract is currently held by -Our specifications call for the available to the students, but
*&com€. and auditions are not required. Class meets I J l
Epicure Management Systems, meal plan type of food system." the
students
that
are
from 11-12:15 p-m. For more information, contact Doc
<
L_
said Presto. "Anything else such dissatisfied with their current
Rogers in the Schooi of Music.
What are the procedures that as a buffet or a la carte plan plan fail to inquire about these
Winthrop must follow to secure would be too much cost for the alternatives.
a contract with a food service? students."
While always hearing about
w ^ . ^ r 5 t f a a t *** interested in getting involved in the
nat must the fooa services do Epicure has also expressed an how awful the food is. a maioriMode; UN could participate in our page program during the
to keep the students happy? Is interest in retaining the food ty of students interviewed agree
Conference. April 9-12. It involves a small amount of time in
tnere anything the students can contract it has with Winthrop. that they can't eat anywhere, as
w ^ 1 ?f-%? ssi S? ace ' Interested students should call the
do and if so, what are they?
"We have a lot of services to much as they want, for as little
Model UN at 2253.
Tne contract process is man- offer students. We try to please as they pay.
for
agencies, as many of the students as we "I think it comes down to
Accorclmg to state law. the col- can." said Epicure Manager about $1.10. $1.20 per meal"
Tee members of the Student Alumni Council would like
must
Simpson.
said Barry Price. Richardson
to congratuiate our new members. We ail look forward to
get at least t iree bidsif the con- All school officials are in- RA. "That's cheap for all-vouworKing with you throughout this vear.
6 0
rt
oU 7 V e l m a
^
n
.
^
r
*
^
terested
in
giving
students
the
can-eat
stvle."
- ? ° ^ J* - Burgess. Becky Cameron. Jo
w , ! , t T P (JoUefl ^
cheapest meal plan.
"We a^e the only state sup
acnooter. Donna Duren. Heather Hardwicke. Ann Marv
t h e sta te
uvs °
.
Students living in dormitories ported school that offers the conCarley. Linda Gaetan. Susan Walton. Andy Jones. Lisa Matre?Ula
equired b v w
thews, Martha Herie. Susan Dillard.
U o n s ^ U d jiff MMa n6
' urcL rhase
- inthrop to tinuous feeding system." said
a
President
.
°* J™ P. #
P ' a n . This is in Simpson, "with all of the extras
0 1 f C l t h e r a 10 1 5 o r 2 1 t h r o w n
develoomen*
f ? °
'
">• s u c h « t h e ^ d bar.
Spring Fling 1986 will be held on Saturdav. Aoril 12 at
Whit we arp rrvin
^ • m<r P
.
ice cream stand, and the cereal
What we are trying to do is
Epicure has other plans that bar."
tee Wmtnroo Lake from 2-6 pjn.
B - ^ S n i f e a " -k6l^StpOSSi" S t u d e n t s dor,,t k n o w a b o u t - F o r
"And we try to get the
t h e m ^ m a r o a n d T l e ? ? p e r s o " o n a 1 0 m e a l students' input' as much as
n i c - r Plan can also purchase a $25 card possible. We send out questionThe College Store will be closed on Aoril 2. 1986 for inventor.-. Students are advised that they may pick ut> cap
.-•the^Tbut
T a t t h e s n a c k b a r i n t h e n a i r e s - surveys and personally
C
snc gowns teat aitemoon. as the store will ooen following
rortSlhemthe iT
o L fe " ^ 5 3 n a a c a rTt he i ss uUrd e iins e us " tolk to students about what the'v
s
tneir snventorv.
"
SidMain
' f I
,' ,
PP' nt want changed or improved.
r
ood service bid* ar* enlist A t,°y J t u dme Jn t Pm e a l?s n d a d d s v a r i e "
"They said they wanted low
bv £ £ £ 5 ? f o t K
^
;
calorie dressing on the salad bar
k
^ a s ^ ia'the bid regula- to
^
* * ~
y a
(Continued on page 15'
students interested in app^yjzg for a Strom Thurmond
Foundation Scholarship loan and or grant may do so by
writing to the address below for an application: The Strom
By ROBERT JOLLY
Thurnond Foundation Inc_ P.O. 3ox 682. Aiken. S.C. 29802.
but legal, psychological, spiritual and require a living will," LinTJ managing editor
The basic criteria shall be worthiness and need. Applicanand ethical."
court said.
ts must also be residents of the State of S.C.
Lincourt. whose title is
Under what circumstances clinical preceptor, said clinical He divided the opinions of
should hospital staff members ethics is relative to medicine. "I society into vitalist and conallow terminally ill patients to must know medicine and have a sequential outlooKs. Vitalists
Try outs for the Winthrop varsity cheerleading squad will
believe that any moment of life,
die?
begin with an orientation meeting at 7 pjn. Thursdav. Marsense for it; however, medicine
Dr. John M. Lincourt, must go further than the typical no matter how tiny, is worth
ch. March 27 through April 3.6-9 pjn. followed by the* actual
preserving. Lincourt said. Conprofessor of philosophy at the
tryouts. in the coliseum arena, 2 pjn. Sunday. April 6. Winchiseled-in-stone rules. Mistakes sequentialists believe preserUniversity of North Carolina at do occur in medicine."
throp is looking for dedicated students who excel in all areas
ving life should depend on the
Charlotte and a preceptor in
of cheerleading with an emphasis on strength, flexibility,
Many of today's medical circumstances.
medical ethics at Charlotte
and gymnastics. Interested students, male and female, are
Memorial Hospital, asked ethics problems concern the Lincourt told students that
urged to attend the orientation meeting Thursday. For
students attending a freshman nghts of patients to confiden- the ultimate decisions of medical
more information, contact Chris Rowell at 323-3965. or
and the sworn duties of ethics would come from them.
Ginger Boyd at 3233971.
symposium lecture March 5 to tiality
the
professionals, Lincourt said.
"I am convinced that the
consider that question.
It is ethically appropriate to students of today will have to
Dying is not always an
patients in certain take a side on these issues by
enemy, and living is not always a deceive
Students who meet the following requirements mav apsituations," he said.
the time they graduate," Linvalue." Lincourt said.
ply for the Educational Scholarship - City Council of "Beta
Lincourt called the decisions court said.
Sigma Phi To qualify: a1 be a resident of Rock HSl. S.C- b>
Lincourt. who earned his
nave a cumulative grade point average of 3-25 or better on a
P&-D- in philosophy from the made with terminal patients
court press" or "no code He encouraged students to
4.0 scale. c< rank in the top 10% of his her class, d' be in- state University of New York, "fuH
blue decisions.
volved in extra-curricular activities, e attend York Tec or
referred to himself as a "medical'
make their own decisions on
"A full court press decision what was right or wrong.
era:."
Winthrop Couege as a cay student, and ? not be a child of a
sorority member.
~
I had an advantage because I places all the available resources "Don't be emotional." LinThe 'deadline for applying is March 31.1986. Contact the
grew up around medicine and between the patient and life to court said. "Extraordinary
r inancai Ala Ontce for applications.
have seen the changes." Lin- keep him alive. A no code blue measures to prolong life are ofcourt said. "The problems of decision allows nature to take its ten expensive, painful, inconmedicine today are not medical course. We make the patient venient. and really don't prolong
comfortable with pain killers. life, but only postpone death."

Glee Club

Model UN

Student Alumni Council

Spring Fling

College Store

Thurmond Foundation Scholarship

Lincourt discusses medical ethics

Cheerleading tryouts

Educational Scholarship
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SBA receives donation

By LINDA DAY
T j staff writer

Winthrop Day scheduled

said Thompson. "We want to
By CHRIS ROWELL
Winthrop Day will begin 9
"The Winthrop Singers
see the school grow to reach
TJ staff writer
a.m. Saturday with registration usually provide entertainment
the full potential that will cerin Tillman Hall, followed by a for the students during the visit.
Springs Industries of Fort tainly be there in the next 10
Winthrop College Office of reception and visitation by Win- This year, however, the varsity
Mill is donating $500,000 to years," he added.
Admissions will host its semi- throp faculty and staff members. cheerleading squad will perform
Winthrop's
School
of
Jerry Padgett, dean of the
annual Winthrop Day, Saturday, There will be a slide presen- a routine during the welcoming
Business Administration.
School of Business AdApril 5, to high school students tation and a visit with represen- assembly
in
Tillman
According to R o b e r t ministration, stated that the
in attending Win- tatives of various academic Auditorium," said White.
Thompson, .a Springs money will be used for interested
throp.
areas of interest.
executive, the pledge was an- "scholarships, the establishWinthrop Day, according to
Students may also attend the
nounced a year ago. The first ment of a faculty chair in the
I Lynn White of the Admissions
"Students may inquire about Winthrop College women's fastpart of the gift, a check for school, bringing in outside
; Office, is hosted each spring and issues such as financial aid and pitch Softball tournament, at the
$100,000 was given to Win- speakers and events like
fall semester as an opportunity residence life, as well as infor- lake area recreational complex
throp's interim president. Dr. BusinessWeek."
for prospective students and mation
about
Winthrop's at 3 p.m.
Mark Newberry from Walter
their families to visit the campus athletics
and
student
Elisha, chairman of the board
Padgett added that "the
and acquire more information organizations," said White.
a t Springs Industries. The award is a significant increase
about the school.
Winthrop Day will be hosted
balance of the donation wiU in e n d o w m e n t s for the
"We sent about 6,000 inby the Admissions Office and
be paid in increments over b-jsiness school."
vitations to students who have
Included in the program will presidential hosts which inthe next four years.
Padgett also feeis that an
expressed an interest in Win- be tours of the main campus and cludes the student volunteer
Thompson stated that, the endowment of this size atthrop," said White, "and we are lake area, a complimentary lun- network.
Other
students
gift is a result of the long tests to the growth of the inexpecting over 700 of these ch in Thomson cafeteria, and a wishing to participate may conassociation between Springs stitution.
students to attend the program view of a typical student dor- tact the Admissions Office, at
and Winthrop.
"Perhaps this will be a cue
Saturday."
mitory room.
323-2191, for more information.
"It is also giving us the for other businesses who are
potential for a s t r o n g e r interested in making a good
relationship d u r i n g Win- investment
of
higher
throp's time of transition." education," he said.
By LYNN BURKE
idea was designed to get atten- Resident assistants checked
TJ staff writer
tion and increase s t u d e n t every room for unlocked doors.
The Resident Life Staff a t awareness of personal safety on When one was found, they
campus.
placed a "Gotcha" sticker on the
Winthrop College sponsored its
door to warn students that their
first Safety Week March 3-7.
Residence Life staff members
The
program
was placed "Never Walk Alone" belongings could have easily
Cristina Grabiel will speak to Alpha Kappa Psi,
spearheaded
by
Cynthia posters around campus and been stolen.
professional business fraternity, on March 26 at 5 p.m. in
Cassens, associate dean of paper tray mats in the cafeteria
"I feel that the program
Kmard 111. The topic will be the National Student Exresidence life, several other warning of fire hazards resulting
should be continued because of
change Program. Everyone is welcome.
housing members, and public from overloaded sockets.
the
favorable
responses
safety staff members.
"Gotcha Day" proved sucAccording to Cassens this cessful according to Cassens. received and because it was a
success," Cassens said.

First safety week sponsored

Alpha Kappa Psi

Handicap doesn't hinder Conner
By PATTI BOARD
Special to TJ

1986, was a drive for the Hunger
Fund in which she raised $71 in
pledges. It was a mile run, and
Connor made her best time ever
finishing in 10:02. "I wasn't the
last one to finish either," she
said with a smile.

Other hobbies include reading,
At Winthrop, she has main- that she thinks a person's atworking with the Newman tained a grade point average of titude comes from their home
Community
at
Winthrop 3.0. Her plans are to graduate environment. She's angered
The gun sounded, breaking
College, and collecting baseball and teach special education. She when she meets a person with a
the silence and the concenca
s
™*
.
prefers working with the han- bad attitude about a handicap
tration seen on the runners'
Born with the condition, Con- dicapped. "It would be so self ped condition, but it's not all
faces, and they were off! As
nor
has
had
t
h
r
e
e
orsatisfying,"
she said,
people cheered for their predictheir fault. She said their family
thopedically-oriented operations
Connor said people treated planted the seed.
ted runner, the runners were
Asked
what
motivated
her
to
two
hamstring
operations
and
her
differently
when
she
was
full speed ahead. The "Run for
Connor's advice to others,
start running, Connor said that a heel-cord operation. All have younger by making "cat calls" at
Hunger" road race had begun
especially the handicapped, is to
her
brother
convinced
her
that
proven
successful
in
helping
her.
her
and
picking
about
her
conwith a bang and the look of exalways think positive. "It is very
Connor, who has a younger dition. "It was hard, but I finally important to set your goals high.
citement was seen on all of the she should do something. He
told
her
that
if
he
could
do
it,
she
brother
and
is
the
only
member
learned
to
deal
with
them,"
she
runners' faces, especially Dee
That way you always hav«could do it too. It's a family ac- of her family with cerebral said. Even today, Connor said, something to strive for. But it is
Connor's.
tivity, and Connor didn't want to palsy, was generally treated like people still treat her differently,
also equally important not to set
be left out.
her brother when she was "People open doors for me all of your goals so high that they are
The
21-year-old special growing up. "Mom insisted on t h e
J P r e f e r t o open them not achievable. That is just as
Connor, a sophomore at Win- education major at Winthrop
me doing things for myself," she r T y s e f - 1 "*. e t o ** a s indepen- bad as not having any goals set
throp College from Mauldin, trains for road races by running said. "If she wanted something dent as possible."
at all."
S.C., has been a victim of four to six days a week around
done, she would tell me to do it
cerebral palsy for 21 years. Doc- Winthrop College's campus and
Asked if there were anything
tors told her at a young age that nearby streets. She runs about just like she told my brother. Of
she can't do, she laughed and
she would spend most of her life two and a half miles a day or course. I had my limits."
Connor said that she was glad said. "Yea. About the only thing
in a wheelchair. Connor said, "I averages 12-15 miles per week.
her parents raised her like they I can't do for myself is carry that
just laughed at them. You can't
Connor
estimated
partray in the cafeteria. I did
beat the power of the human ticipating in 15-20 road races did. "People thought I had a bad tdarn
r
spirit, and I've got the power. I over the past couple of years. family because they did not y one time, but my food ended
treat
me
as
an
exception.
They
"P
all
over the floor. I knew then
amaze the doctors every time I "And I finished them all," she
it was time to forget about ever
go back for a visit." Even though said, noting that the longest were wrong." she said.
Her family was not the only carrying that stupid thing."
she walks with the assistance of road race in which she has parConnor has a positive attitude
hand-held braces, she hasn't let ticipated was a 5 K (5 kilometers Kfoup to treat her like other
kids. "I was mainstreamed all about her handicapped condition
her condition slow her down.
or 3.1 miles).
aR
the way through school. I wasn't d life in general. She said it
Running is one of her hobbies.
"I run for the recreation and
Her latest road race, Feb. 1. to stay healthy," Connor said. sorted out or put in special comes from her family treating
classes.
her like they have. Connor said

students'
paper

SGA control unethical
ByLISABUlE
TJ.editor

fraternity,
Pi Kappa Alpha, to
the board.
As a result, 110 minorities are
What c o n s t i t u t e s a f r e e represented on the' board of
society?
student publications. This is
Some say free elections and a inexcusable.
government that is held accounAlthough on the surface the
table to the people. What keeps appointment may seen trivial,
the government accountable? Smith and several SGA memAccording to decisions of the bers wrote letters to the board
United States Supreme Court, it of publications endorsing a canis the job of the press to provide didate for the position of editorrobust and open debate so that in-chief.
people will constantly evaluate
Since s t u d e n t publication
the officials they entrust. In a guidelines do not allow the
democracy, that debate should paper to endorse SGA cannot be controlled by the gover- didates for office, it is especially
nment.
wrong for the student goverThe same is true at Winthrop nment to make it their business
College. A college newspaper's to interfere in the newspaper's
news
coverage,
editorial internal affairs.
opinions and internal affairs The ethics of Smith's actions
should not be controlled by its should definitely be questioned,
student government.
Any r ight- thinking person
Unfortunately, some SGA realizes the danger of intermembers are either too ignorant ference. Meddling may seem inor too unethical to see this.
significant, but to think where it
Before publications editors will or will not stop is
were selected on March 2, a frightening.
vacancy on
the
student
It is hoped that Donna Chapa,
publications
board
was SGA p r e s i d e n t - e l e c t , will
discovered. It was SGA recognize the importance of
President Brett Smith's respon- open debate in a democracy and
sibility to fill t h a t space, refuse to engage in such pracRealizing minority students' tices.
recent concern over being shut
If Smith and some of his
out of college participation, cronies could have their way.
Smith could have displayed true The Johnsonian
would be
statesmanship and seen to it nothing but a propaganda sheet
t h a t W i n t h r o p ' s black com- full of articles and editorials
inanity was represented on a similar to those written in Orv e r y i m p o r t a n t committee, well's
ironically
named
However, Smith chose to ignore "Ministry of Truth." Without a
them and appointed Barpr Cub- free press, a government is free
bage, a member of his own to oppress.

Jokes not funny
By ALLAN C. JENKINS
TJ contributing editor
The week after spring break
is a difficult time for contributing editors-Brett Smith
hasn't done anything objectionable, Mark Newberry is still
keeping a low profile, Martha
Piper isn't even here yet, the
board of trustees hasn't had
anything to debate, the newly
elected Ms. Chapa h a s n ' t
misstepped anywhere. . . so
what is there to rave about?
Looking over my past columns, I realized I may have made a
few misjudgments. First of all,
when I c h a r a c t e r i z e d t h e
student body as being apathetic,
it's possible I was on thin ice.
How could the student body be
apathetic when just over a quarter of that group voted in the
SGA elections? If the student
body was really apathetic, only
20 percent would have come out

to vote.
If the student body was really
apathetic, nobody would be upset about Reagan's "I'm a Contra" speech; I know the students
are not apathetic, because when
I've asked students about the
speech, four of them said they
"had heard about it."
That isn't apathy, folks.
Racism? It doesn't exist here,
still, because no NAACP ban
ners have been defaced in at
least two w e e k s . . . so we're not
racists here at Winthrop.
No. I've decided the worst
thing about Winthrop this week
is the disgusting perponderence
of "space shuttle" jokes.
Here are just a few that I've
been subjected to this week:
1. Q. W h e r e did Christa
McAuliffe go on her spring
vacation? A. All over t h e
Bahamas.
2. Q. W h a t * as Christa
McAuliffe's favorite TV show?
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Happy Birthday, Phil Lader
By MARK WOOD
TJ news editor
I guess most of you never
expected to see a n o t h e r
column by me, but something
came up and I just had to say
a few words about it.
A friend of mine's father
received an unusual item in
the mail from the "Phil Lader
for G o v e r n o r " campaign.
Believe it or not, it was an invitation to a party celebrating
Phil's 40th birthday!
With the invitation came a
card with an array of word
balloons on the front containing various blurbs. They
read as follows:
1. "I hear March 16th is
Phil Lader's 40th birthday
party!" (How juvenile--but
read on, it gets worse!)
2. "I hear they're having a
GREAT party for him at
Seawell's at t h e s t a t e
fairgrounds in Columbia from
&€." (What? A party? And all
t h e Greek organizations
A. "Lost in Space".
3. Q. When is the next shuttle
launch scheduled? A. The Fourth of July.
4. Q. What does "NASA"
stand for? A. Need Another
Seven Astronauts?
5. Q. Why did the school board
have to fire Christa McAuliffe?
A. She kept blowing up in front
of her kids.
6. Q. What was the last transmission received from the
Challenger? A. No! I said, "Bud

weren't invited? Shame on
you. Phil!)
3. "I hear it's going to be
great fun with food, entertainment, and surprises!" (I
just hope the Laders haven't
commissioned Epicure to
provide the food for this
mega-bash.)

mansion?" (Boy. what wishful
thinking.)
As you can see, the little
remarks on Phil's invitation
are quite laughable, but there
is more. On the reverse of the
card are little quotes taken
from all of South Carolina's
major newspapers.

4. "Not bad. . . It'll be the
first statewide birthday party
I've ever been to!" (It'll be the
first statewide birthday party
I've ever heard of, much less
been to! And besides, how
come I wasn't invited??????)
People, right here, things
begin getting hilarious.

Another card was enclosed
which provided me with my
biggest laugh of the week. It
read: "Dear Phil, Roses are
red, Violets are blue, I'm
coming, to your party" or "I'm
not ccfming," (whichever is
appropHate) "And here's $ —
— for you."

5. "I hear everyone who's
going is contributing $40 to
his campaign." (Phil, this is
the last straw! Didn't "Dear
Abby"
tell
you
that
requesting money as a gift
was not good etiquette?!?!)
6. "Do you think if we come
to this one we'd get invited to
his 41st at the governor's

That, my friends, is the
most sickening thing I have
ever heard.
Needless to say, I will not
be attending the party and I
certainly will not be sending
any of my money. But maybe
Phil will be a sport and send
me a piece of birthday cake.
What do you say, Phil?

Light."
My stomach has been turning
since I heard the first of these
jokes, and I am sure most of my
readership will agree that Winthrop can only gain a bad
reputation if it continues to
produce such "jokes" that can
only pass for comedy.

Rock Hudson had to die
before they quit telling jokes
about him.
Students (and I mean students
everywhere, not just at Winthrop) should show a modicum of
respect for tragedies that tug at
the national heartstrings.

Face it, last semester you
When the shuttle blew up.
couldnt go 10 steps without nobody laughed. But they re
hearing a famine joke. Where laughing now.
does it all end?
I wonder why?
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Letters to the editor
Deadline

Editor's note: According to the
Dear Editor,
guidelines of the publications
FEBRUARY 26- Deadline for board, only people in the
applications for editor positions following positions are eligible to
of Winthrop College student apply for TJ editor editor-inpublications; i.e. The Taller, The chief, managing editor, news
Anthology and The Johnsonian. editor, sports editor or
Lisa, why was this not photographer, or features editor.
publicized before Feb. 24? The These guidelines have been
Johnsonian is the most widely established for years and were
read student publication at Win- passed by the voting members of
throp College. You and the rest the board. TJ editor has no vote
of The Johnsonian staff have a in the matter.
responsibility to your readers, The deadline for applications
which is; YOU MUST HOLD UP was announced to all eligible
A MIRROR TO THE COLLEGE students at TJ's Feb. 18 staff
SOCIETY, THAT MIRROR meeting at 8 p.m. One candidate
MUST HAVE NO CURVES did not meet the eligibility
AND IT SHOULD BE HELD requirements but the board even
waived the requirement for him
WITH A STEADY HAND.
The only two people to apply and allowed him to seek the
for the editor's position were positions although the guidelines
you, Ms. Buie and Brad W. God- state that such waivers will be
frey. Many students, including used infrequently.
myself wrote letters to Dr.
Morgan and the publications
board to convey our concern
over the selection of the editor Dear Editor,
of The Johnsonian. They saw fit Winthrop Lodge residents are
not to take the advice that we of- having some problems lately.
fered them. I, as manv others, These problems all relate to
hope the publications board crime.
made the correct decision for A person's car was recently
The Johnsonian, Winthrop broken into and a radar detector
College, and most importantly, was taken. The window was
for the STUDENTS.
completely broken out and the
I sincerely hope that The car was parked right across
Johnsonian starts living up to its from the Lodge office.
billing as the students' Non-students continually
newspaper. There is a need for cruise through the parking lot
better coverage of minority and harrass the residents,
events, Greek happenings and mostly the female residents.
many other activities that do not The fire alarm was recently
get a fair shake in The John- pulled by a whole group of
sonian.
people and no one was caught. .
Since you have been re- The main reason behind this
appointed editor of The John- problem is Public Safety's nonsonian I hope that things will chalant attitude about this matchange. If the policies of the ter. The only time they're at the
editorial staff do not change con- Lodge is during the week when it
cerning student "apathy," is crowded. But never on weekmisrepresentation of the college ends when very few people are
and overlooking certain areas of here, making cars, rooms, or
student society, I and many students an easy target for
others will continue to voice our criminals. When the fire alarm
opinions with letters just like was set off, it took Public Safety
15 minutes to get here. I wonder
this one.
how that could have helped the
Concerned,
residents if someorie was being
Barry G. Newkirk
robbed or assaulted? You tell

Lodge

I
:£ Editor-in-chief.
g Managing editor
News editor.
g Copy editor
>:•: Layout editor
Sports editor
•ij£: Advertising manager
Business manager

me!
Since the Lodge is basically off
campus, it is logical to me that
we should be getting more than
adequate protection from Public
Safety. However, the only time
they come out here is when an
officer deems it necessary.
Do we have to wait until
someone is seriously injured,
molested, or raped before Public
Safety deems it necessary to
show up?
We need a police force that
will offer us some degree of
protection, rather than placing
emphasis on writing tickets and
making money off the students
who pay their salary to begin
with.
I believe a college education is
a privilege and is not to be taken
for granted! Even so, some of
that tuition money should be
allocated to a police force that
will protect the students rather
than nickel and dime them to
death with tickets.
Richard Stamey

Racism
Dear Editor,
I think everyone is making too
big a deal about these so^alled
racists acts. In last week's Johnsonian there were four articles
and four editorials written on
racism. The article "Fight the
Racists" by Mr. Jenkins was
filled with racisms and hatred.
He wants us to fight when we
should all just cool it. Saying
such things as, ". . . fighting
tooth and nail. . .", "vigorously
prosecuted and e x p e l l e d . . " . . .
soldiers in the war. . .", isn't
going to help the situation.
Whose to say a white person
wrote the vandalism on the
poster? They said that there
were no witnesses. Who's really
to' say who did it? Blaming
people and fighting never helps
a situation.

•Mnaninn
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Robert Jolly
Mark Wood
Kris Sykes
Candy Wainwright
Laurie Ann Dedes
James Dedes
Kay Arrowood
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Photo editor
Contributing editor
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Frank Jones :f
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•• Violetta Weston s_
Lika Schrock •:
Allison Love ji
Todd Hutchinson J
Robert 0. Bristow j
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ByTODDAVANT
TJ ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
What do you think of a female
president at Winthrop?

"I like the idea; she will bring
a new perspective to Winthrop."
James Pitts
junior

k
"I don't think the sex of the
president really matters as
long as the policies are in the
best interest of the college."
Kelli Landes

"If she can get Winthrop on
its feet, then more power to
her."
Angela Parsons
sophomore

"The sex of our president is
irrelevant of the job. If she
can do something to improve
Winthrop. such as change
Winthrop from a "suitcase"
college to unification college,
that would be great."
Darryl Holland
freshman

"I think that it is wonderful
having a female president,
especially since this is
historically a female college."
Letitia Walker
junior

Athletic department out of control?
By MICHAEL SITTS
TJ sports writer
Meet Tad Powers. Tad has a
3.4 GPR. He is also a starting
pitcher for the Winthrop
baseball team. Now, Tad lives in
Chicago, almost 800 miles away.
Between fall practice and the inconveniences of long distance
travel, Tad wasn't able to visit
home. So when fall break arrived, Tad realized that he had a
14-16 hour drive.
Secure with the quality of his
academic progress, Tad left a
day early for break, thus missing his first and only day of class
of the semester. In the weeks
that followed fall break until the
end of semester, nothing was
said. But when Tad returned
from Christmas break at the
start of this semester, he was informed that as a result of the
missed class day, he ;vas
suspended for two exhibition
games. The catch is that Powers
(nor any other baseball player)
was not aware last fall of the fact
that if they had an unexcused
absence, they would be
suspended.
In fact, the rule was not a rule
until last fall. Now, I'm not entirely up to date on my political
science, but doesn't the United
States
Constitution
say
something about "double jeopardy?" Something about if a person performs an action that was
not a crime when it was performed, and later legislation
makes that action a crime, the
person cannot be prosecuted for
that action (if it wasn't a crime
when it was performed.)

\My
T v ffeeling
o o l i n r r is
i e that
t h a t if
if the
athletic department is going
to make rules prohibiting certain actions, they should inform the people concerned
BEFORE they punish them.
As a result, nearly 16 baseball
players have been suspended
for last semester's actions.
That type of behavior is inexcusable from the athletic
director and the entire department.

Baseball, basketball, and
soccer players received a letter from the athletic department explaining that they
were being relocated from
Bancroft Annex. This pleased
them so much that a meeting
of the athletes from various
teams held in the student
publications building to
discuss what they could do
about it (especially since they
weren't consulted about this
drastic change in living conditions.)
Some of the possibilities
discussed were simply not to
pay the room deposit (thus,
not signing up for a room), to
move off campus, or to try to
get into Breazeale apartments, among others.
Now, ihis may not sound
like such a big deal to nonathletes, but how would you
like to be among the last 60 to
70 people of an institution to
sign up for your housing? Not
exactly what I would call
"pick of the litter," is it? In
addition, the way the
athletes' lives are currently
structured, they eat together,
live together, practice five to

co.mn
«..
seven hours „a wday
together,
and even attend some classes
together. For those athletes
who don't have a car, (and
there are some), it would be
highly inconvenient for them
to go across campus just to
get a ride to the coliseum for
practice. And I can personally
attest to the fact that when I
lived in the Annex, there
simply weren't enough nonathletes that I felt comfortable enough to live with. It
wasn't a matter of personal
taste at all, just a reflection of
very divergent lifestyles. The
same way that a ball player
who had a four-hour trip to
play a doublr-header the next
day, wouldn't like some
fraternity members to stumble in at 4 a.m. partying
loudly; other students
wouldn't like athletes to
stumble in after a game,
cakfed with sweat and grime,
and leave a trail all the way to
their rooms, then shower,
then back again. Again - a
matter of lifestyle.

AI
U_.'n„^ „ n
ikn
Also,
it:< brings
up the
question of athletes' (as
students') rights. How much
can the college control where
athletes live? For instance,
baseball Head Coach Horace
Turbeville wouldn't let his
players live out of the Annex.
He wanted them to be their
own fraternity of sorts. He
especially didn't want them to
live off campus. So I assume
now that since the ball
players can't live in the Annex anymore, they can move
off campus, right? There is no
regulation on other students
about where they can live why on athletes? And back to
the subject of missing classes,
if the rumor about the
general attendance policy
being abolished or changed is
true, will the athletes still be
suspended for unexcused absences?
Obviously, there is some
type of double standard here
but to what extent? It makes
me quite uneasy about
Vacendak consolidating all

t h i s power.
D r t W C r . Nield
N i p l H Gordon
finrHnn
this
stated that he couldn't give
100 percent to both the
athletic director's position
and as head coach. Are we to
assume that Vacendak can?
And if he can't do it, are we to
settle for less than 100 percent? Should we have to?
The athletic department
should take a long hard look
at the way it is relating to the
athletes AND the general
student body.
As my roommate said
about Vacendak, "The king is
on his throne."
Who will stand in his way if
he continues to displease and
inhibit the people who
ultimately he works for? A
system of checks and balances is needed here, before
things get out of control.

Sports editor's note: The
above information was taken
on tape by the athletes and is
in possession of The Johnsimian sports editor.

Webb heads golf

Sports Information- Tom In talking about the appoin- from the University of South
Webb, who is in his eleventh tment Webb said, "I am really Carolina. He served as dir "tor
year at Winthrop College, has looking forward to working in a of intramurals for one year „nd
been named as the school's golf golf program again. I feel like it as Residence Life director for
coach. Webb will add the duties is another fine opportunity for another while getting that
of directing the golf team to his me to serve Winthrop College degree. His master's degree
present assignment of associate and its students."
work was interrupted after one
dean for student activities.
He continued, "The challenge year because of military service
is a great one as we improve our in the United States Army,
program to the ranks of NCAA He has been *»ctive in all
Winthrop Athletic Director Division I, but I am ready to get phases of campus life since
Steve Vacendak, in making the started."
joining the staff at Winthrop in
announcement, said, "Tom Prior to coming to Winthrop, 1975. In his first year he
Webb s appointment as golf Webb served for two years as organized the Dinkins Open Golf
coach here at Winthrop College director of student activities and Tournament, which is still
Sports Information
of 12-2 in ihe Dixie Conference, ' s °ne which will further indicate mens golf coach at Emory and popular today. In 1979 he was
His club made the NCAA Divi- his continuing desire to motivate Henry College in Virginia. The instrumental in forming the
Ron Mikels has been named ssion
, o n mIII play-offs,I finishing
inJS
third
work with our student year proceeding that assign- Winthrop Golf Association,
as assistant basketball coach a iin
uth regionals.
n ttho
h e So
Smith
rod'nnnls.
body.
. ment, he was an elementary which provides recreational golf
Winthrop College. Mikels will
He continued, His accom- Physical education teacher in the activities for students, faculty
join the Winthrop staff on May
plishments
as
associate
dean
Fort Jackson school system in and staff.
w
1 from his present position as .... .
.,
,
'th his previous coaching ex- Columbia.
head basketball coach at
Mikels said. I am very pleas- p e r ience provides an ideal
,.
ed with opportunity
Greensboro College.
..
. that coming background for vthis
.... . b b S e a t e d from Herm o position. We
mita
i g h Sch()o1 in Rich
Webb,SisTmarried
the for
w
T
School in RichMikels
has
been
at to Winthrop gives me. I was are most happy to hive him'join
f \ , HHigh
"
7
' rtoh ™
Greensboro College for the past ver >' haPP.v a t Greensboro Col- o u r sta ff."
mond. Va. and later earned his "? er F r a n c ? s D r a k e " T h * y a r
le e 11
under ra
,ro
arenl
seven camnaigns. In his first g - was home for me. and I
Webb, who is a native of
g <*uate degree in
J H?. P
® .of o n e
season he was an assistant to appreciate the opportunities Richmond, Va. came to Win- p h y s i C a l c d u c a t i o n f r o m the da "8hter Christen who is seven
Vacendak. and when he left for that I had there." He continued. t h r o p in 1975 as the assistant U m v < ' r s i t y of South Carolina. He years old. He is a member of the
Duke. Mikels was eleyated to " T h l s IS a n opportunity to work dean of students. He served in s p e n l h i s f i r s t t w o y e a r s in Ea K'c Club Board of Directors,
the head coaching portion? His in an NCAA Division I program, that position until he was c "" e K e a t USC-Aiken. where he a i , ' n H he was awarded e
overall record at Greensboro is and for me to have the chance to promoted to his present assign- P' a y e d basketball and served as t _!n kagle Award tor his ou
78-85, with his finest season be- work with Steve. Vacendak ment. In addition to these
student body president.
.LI,-1"8'
, j'"
e c
ing the 1984-85 campaign. That again is just great. It is a great duties, he has served as the
V ® v e n l s during I e
year he led Greensboro to a move for me in my professional director of Dinkins Student Cen- In 197"> he »'irnpH hie ma*,
^ ^"ool year, tie enjoys g .
reCrCa(,0nal
mark of 21-7, including a record gr. wth."
ter at Winthrop.
d e g r e e V ^ ph'Sc'l e d u S S I T *
^

Mikels joins staff
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Basketball season ends
ByTODDHUTCHISON
TJ sports writer

Vacendak rushes in
new era of basketball

andfieldgoals attempted (31). ed their WBTV Classic loss to By MARK BIESECKER
All-American and ACC Player of
The next game saw Winthrop Pfeiffer (80-62). Campbell fell TJ sports writer
the Year in 1966, and was recencontinue her winning ways as next (69-58) and UNC-Asheville
tly named to the Duke UniverSix months ago Winthrop the team defeated Piedmont got her turn 76-71. The Eagles
Winthrop College Athletic sity Hall of Fame.
opened up its 198586 men's 90-93. In this game Washington then increased their winning Director
Steve Vacendak has Vacendak came to Winthrop
basketball season with many set yet another school record by streak to five by defeating replaced Nield
Gordon as head from Durham last June, where
new faces and changes.
grabbing 23 rebounds.
Coastal Carolina 79-75 for coach of the men's
basketball he served as Duke's associate
homecoming. Armstrong State team. Interim President Mark athletic director since 1980. His
,.
..
The team defeated Newberry then added her name to the list Newberry made the official an- only previous experience as
coaching staff with Nield Gor- (81-61), host to Appalachian by falling 9881 to the Eagles,
head basketball coach was in
ion as head coach and also in- state (69-61), lost to Coastal The Eagles concluded a suc- nouncement on March 6.
This is the second time 1979, when he coached at NCAA
Juded six new team members. Carolina (94-68), and lost to East cessful regular season by
Vacendak
has
replaced
Gordon
Division
III Greensboro College,
Jther changes included Steve Carina (77-69) to end the '85 defeating Benedict 101-76.
who has retired, at a Winthrop Vacendak's long-term goal for
Vacendak taking over as athletic po rtion o f t h e schedule 64.
post. Vacendak was named as Winthrop is greater visibility
director and the season marking
;he last in Gordons career.
The Eagles opened up the'86
The team then headed tc the new athletic director last and national recognition; "WinJune.
throp has great potential," he
The season onened UD NOV 22 feason hy loaing to ^'byterian Savannah for the inaugural Big Speaking to a press conferen- said, "but we're not known to
T e
a ,es
lso l e d
to 1 am nt Th
g,e!
in
with Winthrop participating iu noth er 5cho
u ®
& * , f
?^J K '? T * ' «?t ?"
j<*
the Eagle Room of the the outside world except as a
the WBTV Carolina Classic. The ^ .
° 1 ^cor^ b,y Jo®,inK f a c e d hogt Armsfong State anc [coliseum, Vacendak said he had Women's Teachers College.
^ r l n a row. Tte ^gles to ^ S t n S i Z Z S
some big shoes
to
filL
We'll gain a great deal of ex'And I'm talking about more posure by playing known,
than his shoe size," he said of established institutions."
Gordon, who wears a size 13."I'd Vacendak's immediate
A
like to thank you," Vacendak priority is recruiting, which he is
"PBUSm
said, looking towards Gordon, busily doing. Billy Mims, an
time running out, and Belmont
The season saw many "this athletic program is a great assistant coach under Gordon
Abbey (77-65). The Eagles lost in The Eagles then went on a achievements for the Eagles and testimony to what you have for the past three years, will
stay on for another year. They
the finals to the Pfeiffer Falcons four-game winning streak, their programs. Washington done."
68-66). In the tournament Along the way Winthrop established season (46) and the Gordon came to Winthrop play to concentrate their
from
Newberry
College
in
1975.
recruiting
efforts in the
McKinnon was named tourna- defeated Newberry (71-54); Cen- career records (103) for blocked
ment MVP while Allen tral Wesleyan (91-66); Allen shots. Washington also led the He compiled a 160-80 career Southeast, particularly in South
Washington also was named to (72-54); and Benedict (96-72). The conference in rebounding at 1C record here, with 20 or more vie- Carolina.
the tournament team.
Eagles ended the streak withfen rebounds per game and was tories five times. His best year
_
overall record of 12-6. The named all-conference. McKinnon was in 1980, when the Eagles ^Everyone must understand
. The Eagles then took on Mor- Eagies then ripped off a two- ended his career by leading the finished at 31-8. In hisfinalyear, that we're a Division One
ris in a game that turned out to g a m e losing streak by dropping conference in scoring at an he guided the hoopsterstoa 20-9 school," Vacendak said. "Winbe an assault on the record g a m e s to Longwood (67-88) and average of 21.1 points per game record, tying for second in the throp can appeal... we're not at
books. The Eagles established UNC-Asheville (68-60).
dip. He was also named Big newly formed Big South Con- a disadvantage once the word
gets out"
team records in points. (132),
South Player of the Year. GOT ference.
scoring margin (59), field goals
don also picked up his 400th Serving as athletic director Concerning the Big South
made (57), while also tying the Winthrop then traveled to career victory. The team and head coach of men's basket- Conference, and when the
steals record with 21.
Bedford for the first ever vie- established school records by ball, Vacendak will have to fill league would get an automatic
tory on the road against a shooting for field goal percen both shoes quickly-he takes bid to the NCAA Tournament,
McKinnon , personally NCAA Division I opponent as tages with 53 percent. This alsc over a program that moves from Vacendak said:
established school records for she defeated the Highlanders qualified Winthrop for eighth in NCAA Division H to Division I "In June, we (Winthrop,
next year. The Eagles will play Coastal
Carolina,
UNCpoints (40),fieldgoals made (20), 6560. The Eagles then reveng-; the national ratings.
25 Division I basketball teams, Asheville, and Armstrong State)
one-third of these at home, will petition the NCAA. It will
George Dunlap, head of the be three years before we'll be
Search Committee, said they eligible for the automatic bid."
received 160 applications from (1989)
across the U.S. Vacendak's By Sept. 1, the NCAA will
selection was based on his out- send a notification of acceptance,
standing past record.
"I think the future of WinBy JILLZEIGLER
their competition because of valho, "but only if the school He was a three-year starter at throp College athletics is
TJ sports writer
this.
comes outtosupport us."
Duke University, from 196466. bright," Vacendak said. "This is
Said Team Captain Chris The men will also have this Two of those three years, Duke more than a small college in
The Winthrop tennis season is Willoughby, "So far, the team advantage for future matches, advanced to the Final Four of Rock Hill, and 1 think athletics
finally in full .swing, and the has really held their own, even Currently, their overall record is the NCAA National Tour- can help the entire college com
players have hit some tough though we've only had five 66, and they remain undefeated nament Vacendak was named munity."
competition these past few players." Despite future tough in the conference with a record __

fczssszssr*

Th

Eagle tennis-ready to win
««#, h.,.. KSSr . j a r S J S

Pro-wrestling comes to WC

conference record of 3-1, and an by predicts a lot of wins for the "Everything is going as plan- B y MARK BIESECKER
Nelson Royal and Sam Houston
overall record of 46. Head Coach team.
ned with the men, sari Car- TJ sports writer
vs. The Barbarian and Teijho
Carvalho is pleased with the Carvalho also feels that the valho. They have played some
Khan.
women's performance. "They women are holding up well. "Intoughschools, and this has only 0 n Tuesday, March 25 at 7:30 The U.S. Title match features
are playing good tennis," he fact," he said, "we could've won seemed to help prepare them lor
the best wrestling card Magnum T-A. vs. Baron von
said.
some of the matches we had to their conference matches. Said e v e rfeaturedwill be on hand at Raschke. The World T.V. Title
They have been hurt, give away." He also shares the Senior player Raj Manaraj, the Winthrop College Coliseum, match features Jimmy Valiant
however, in the number of team's optimism about future When the going gets tough, the All matches are "Main Even- vs. Arn Anderson.
players they have. Player Hazel matches. So far, most of the tough get going.
ts" and will not be taped for
Turn be 11 is out due to an injury, matches have been scheduled Carvalho feels the same way television.
Ticket prices are: $7.50and the team has been playing away, butfromnow on, the team about getting tough. "We have Matches include: Rock-n-Roll reserved seats, $6£0- general
with just five players. They will have the advantage of gone up against some very good E j, p r e s s vs^ Midnight Express, admission, $3.00-children 10 and
have
been
forced
to playing on their home court.
competition, be said, and now
Garvin vs. Tully Blanchard, under. Call 329-2140 for more inautomatically lose two matches "Playing on our own courts we're ready for our conference and Pistol Pez Whatley vs. Black formation, but hurry; coliseum
(one single and one double) to will be at advantage," said Car matches.
Bart A tag team match features Mah expect a sellout
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Tuition to jump seven percent
(CPSl-Stanford's trustees last "College costs aren't like seven percent before the end of
week said they were raising roads, where everyone pays and the decade," she says. "Salaries
tuition next year by "only" everyone uses," she says. have a lot of catching up to do."
seven percent.
"People see the student as the
Schools generally stalled
Iowa's tuition, regents an- primary beneficiary."
granting real salary increases
nounced last month, will rise by "Some states have explicitly for faculty and staffers during
6.5 percent. Duke students will decided to shift more of the bur- the last decade.
shoulder an 11 percent hike, den onto the student," adds
But giving people raises has
while California public college Terry Hartel of the American an enormous impact on the cost
students will pay 7.5 percent Enterprise
Institute.
a of higher education, Henderson
more next year.
Washington, D.C. think tank.
says, because salaries constitute
In coming weeks, colleges Experts concede they don't between 65 and 75 percent of
from coast to coast will be an- fully understand why tuition most colleges' budgets.
nouncing tuition hikes for next keeps rising faster than the
Moreover, more than half the
year.
general inflation rate, but most buildings on U.S. campuses are
And in spite of a booming agree colleges need money from 25 years or older, and are badly
economy and a low general in- somewhere to make overdue in need of repair, according to
flation rate, the increases ap- building repairs and raise staff testimony given to a House
parently won't be minor.
salaries.
committee last year.
In all, students' total college While most other industries "We're not talking about
costs are due to rise an average managed to maintain their (fixing) history classrooms,
five-to-six percent next year, an buildings and salaries during the where you just have to replace a
American Council on Education economy's wild swings of the map and maybe a blackboard,"
(ACE) report released last week last 16 years, higher education is adds Bob Aaron of the National
forecasts.
too bureaucratic either to keep Association of State UniverAnd a group of economists up with inflation or adjust to its sities and Land Grant Colleges.
studying what makes tuition go aftermath very quickly, other
"It's the cost of renovating a
up or down says students are in observers note.
chemistry classroom to do up-tofor more of the same big tuition Colleges, in fact, always have date lab work that really hikes
hikes beyond next school year, been slow to adjust to economic the cost of instruction," he says.
regardless of how healthy the swings, says Patrick Melia, a
national economy may be.
public policy specialist at
The University of Illinois—
College costs for the 1985-86 Georgetown University.
school year are an average of Most business decisions, he where 44 percent of the
seven percent higher than last explains, must be submitted to buildings are more than 50 years
year, while the Consumer Price regents and state legislators as old-recently estimated it needed
$600 million to repair and
Index-the national inflation much as two or three years in renovate its campus buildings.
rate-is only 3.8 percent higher. advance.
Perhaps most consequential The dramatic increases of the But the federal government in
recent years has ended or
for students, experts agree, is early 1980s-when tuition jumthat students-not governments ped as much as 14 percent in a dismantled many of the
or aid programs-will pay a year on some campuses -are programs that gave direct mainbigger share of those higher probably best understood as tenance subsidies to colleges.
Consequently, colleges are
costs.
responses to the economic
"State legislatures would realities of the late seventies, he turning more to students to
provide the money for salaries
rather have students pay higher notes.
and upkeep.
tuition than raise taxes" to help The next several years will
colleges meet their higher costs, feature still more increases, "(Students') demands in our
country are for high-cost
says Cathy Henderson, an Henderson predicts.
education consultant who "I don't see (annual) tuition disciplines, and so the cost of
is going to be higher,'
authored the new ACE report. (hikes) dropping below six or education
Aaron says.

SGI

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

The Student Government Association would like to see
professor evaluations made public. In the past, professor
evaluations were posted in the library for student reference.
The SGA would like to reinstate this policy, but we need
your input. Please complete the following questions and
place this form in the SGA Ballot Box in Dinkins by
March 28.
1-Do you agree that professor evaluations should be made
public?
.yes

.yes

.no comments:.

2-If professor evaluations were made public, would you use
this new source of information in determining your
classes?
.yes

.no

comments;

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU.
- ' y W W O T w . , . in. ,

rrsts

Rule change could hurt financial aid

(CPS)- The U.S. Department the money to new loan
Many institutions, however,
of Education issued tough new applicants.
may be trapped in "ineligible"
proposals last week that would
status for at least two years, no
cut off or reduce National Direct The federal government con- matter what they do to correct
Student Loan money at 1,561 tributes new money for lending defaults, some educators say.
campuses.
according to the number of loans
"In essence, they've shut
schools make and how well they several doors on us at once,"
The proposed rules lower the collect old loans.
acceptable default rate for The new regulations, which says David McDermott, conschools eligible for new NDSL may go into effect this June, aim troller at Metropolitan State
money, tighten the definition of to goad schools into lowering College in Denver and author of
a national study on the NDSL
a defaulted loan and eliminate their NDSL default rates.
program.
the appeals process now "This is taxpayers' money,"
McDermott's study found
available for schools that have says
Sharon
Messinger, direct loan defaults on the
high default rates.
spokeswoman for the Education decline, down to 8.93 percent in
The department also proposes Dept. "There's $5 billion in
to base former students' default right now. That's a $1 1984 from 11.9 percent in 1979.
Because the program is
payments on their ability to pay, billion cost each year to
retroactive, money for next year
as well as the amount owed. taxpayers."
Presently, repayment depends If they don't lower their is based on default rates in
previous years. And deadlines
solely on the loan amount.
default rates, Messinger says,
Colleges themselves ad- some schools will be ineligible to for punting bad debts to the
minister NDSL programs, col- get more money to loan out next government -which will collect
loans for schools- and for filing
lect loan payments and recycle year.
appeals have passed.
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College adopts censorship
LINCOLN, NE. (CPSV-Hoping year. The state budget commit- says a gallery official who
to avoid more budget cuts. tee now is debating how deep declined to give her name.
University of Nebraska officials the next cuts will be.
"We're facing a lot of budget
censored a film that was to be While it does, educators can- cuts, and we don't like to talk
shown on campus, and last week celed a movie, tried to control about it much."
pressured
the
student the student paper and, some
Director Neubert wasn't
newspaper not to publish a fear, even may alter courses to willing to jeopardize funding for
photo of legislators sleeping make sure they don't anger the theater for the showing of
during a budget committee legislators.
one film, she said.
meeting.
One budget committee memLabedz last year urged fellow
The officials apparently hope ber, Sen. Bernice Labedz, recen- legislators to reduce funding to
not to provoke legislators into tly told the director of the the Nebraska Arts Council
cutting the university's budget university's art gallery she ob- because it had supported the
any more.
jected to the showing of "Hail showing of "The Life and Times
In the past year, Nebraska, its M-ry," a French film about im- of Harvey Milk," the true story
coffers emptied by the farm maculate conception, on of a gay politician murdered in
crisis, has been struggling with Nebraska's main campus inLin- San Francisco, and the apone of the worst budget crises in coln.
pearance of the Twin Cities Gay
the nation.
The director promptly can- Chorus.
To cope, legislators cut state celed the showing.
Most public television stations
colleges' budgets in mid-1985, "Politicians who want to use have shown the Milk film, which
forcing campuses to close class the (gallery) as a political whip- has won numerous awards.
sections, lay off some part-time ping post might use this film to
Some Catholic groups have
instructors and delay most lobby against universityspen- objected to "Hail Mary," a film
equipment
and
library ding," says George Neubert, which sets the story of Jesus'
acquisitions.
director of the Sheldon conception in modern times, and
"The external pressure of Memorial Art Gallery, in a press includes brief scenes in which
budget reductions is con- release.
actors appear naked.
tinuous," says Dr. Otto Bauer, The Sheldon traditionally has
"There are serious convice chancellor of student affairs shown films too controversial for stitutional issues here," says
at Nebraska's Omaha campus.
off-campus theaters.
John Taylor of the Nebraska
More cuts are necessary this "It's a very touchy situation," Civil Liberties Union.
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A facility
for faculty
and fellows

T?M*S
IAVERN J)
J027_Oakjand_Avenue

R o c k Hill

329-2226

Porn war pushes into court
(CPS)-- Former Indiana a charity.
ing, you have a chilling effect,'
University student Dave
Indiana had wrestled with the asserts Henderson's attorney,
Henderson last weekihstructed issue before. Earlier in 1984, ad- boug Van Winkle, speculating
his lawyer to submit a plea of ministrators had halted the 0 n why the theater changed its
guilty to showing a porn movie showing of pornographic films subject matter.
on the IU campus last on the campus until students "We want to get the case
November.
and faculty members fashioned dismissed because of the selecHenderson, who graduated a policy for them.
tive nature of prosecution." Van
last fall, may be the only student
Although the student-faculty Winkle maintains.
in the country facing charges for committee did not ban the films, Waicukauski says he is not
showing an "obscene film, the it did officially discourage show- singling out Henderson.
American Civil Liberties Union ing them.
"There's a myth that this is
(ACLU) in Washington, D.C., But when Henderson schedul- the only case. The reality is we
say—
ed the showing of "Insatiable" in have gone after pornography
And while "there is a real in- November, "seven or eight" peo- before," Waicukauski says, adcrease in the level of the war on piefiledcomplaints, and Monroe ding he had an outdoor movie
pornography" On campus nation- County
prosecutor
Ron theater closed for showing Xwide, ACLU legislative analyst Waicukauski publicly promised rated movies.
Barry Lynn thinks "this is the that heads would roll if the
first case of an arrest of a stu- screening occurred.
Since Henderson's arrest, "I
dent in a long time."
have received 200 to 300 calls,
If convicted, Henderson could "It's a pretty short list of letters or signatures on petitions
face up to a year in jail, a $5,000 heads, Henderson says now. To calling for a stop of suchfilmson
fine, or both.
his knowledge, no one else has state property," he says.
Penn State, Illinois, Texas at been arrested for showing Adult film distributors,
Arlington, Michigan State and "obscene" material.
however, say the uproar in
Baylor all have had controver- H e n d e r s o n
n o t e s Bloomington and on other camsies concerning X-rated films on Waicukauski has not gone after puses doesn't seem to
campus during the last year.
stores in Bloomington that sell discourage many college groups
While the debates generally "dirty" books and rent X-rated from showing the movies.
feature pickets and angry verbal movies.
"We are seeing that many
exchanges, Fairfax County Additionally, the prosecutor theaters close to campus are
police a few years ago seized the did not arrest any staffers at the showing 'Cafe Flesh,"' notes
nationwide campus hit "Debbie theater in town that shows skin Dave Stevens of VCX, which
Does Dallas" from George flicks.
also distributes "Debbie Does
Mason University Students.
But in the aftermath of Dallas."
But, unlike the Henderson Henderson's arrest, the theater
And Terry Wood of VCA- yet
case at IU, no one was arrested, has stopped showing porn another distributor of adult
In November, Henderson movies in favor of films such as films- says the rental of video
organized a showing of the X- "Rambo" and Commando."
skin shows in outlets near colrated film "Insatiable' at a When you tread on the First lege campuses has "gone conresidency hall to raise money for Amendment rights of human be- siderably up" this year.

t j c Record Cellar
* Sheet Music
*Music Videos
* Compact Discs
"Complete Selection of Albums,
Cassettes and Accessories.
10-9 M-Sat
1:306 Sun
(Closed Easter)

$

|

1°° OFF
On ANY '8.69 or higher
ALBUM or CASSETTE

Present coupon wilh ID - offer expires Mar. 29

Record Cellar
ROCK HILL MALL

36&6139
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Model UN to convene in April
By KAREN PARKER
TJ staff writer

plained Donna Chapa, student assistant.
coordinator of Model U.N. X. Winthrop students parFor instance, Winthrop was the ticipating in the conference gave
The Model United Nations is first to combine both college and their opinions on what they
in its 10th year, and the Model high school students in a U.N. hoped to gain from taking the
U.N. Conference is rapidly ap- simulation, and was the pattern political science 260 course:
proaching.
for other colleges to follow. It is Bob Lee (USAh I've gained an
Taking place April 9-12, also a student-run, student- understanding of international
the class is an annual conference organized program, with the aid affairs from the standpoint of
that brings Winthrop students and guidance of the steering the country I represent."
together with southeastern high committee. It consists of 11 Susan L. Dillard (United
school students for a simulation people, Chapa said, and Kingdom): "I've attained a betof actual United Nations represents every aspect of the ter perception of life in the
processes.
college.
United Kingdom and its
The college students present Kip Worrell, undersecretary relationship to the world
a demonstration on the fii.it for public relations, said, "The system."
night of the conference, and for (Model) U.N. works in a com- Matt Barley (Finlandh Tve
the next three days, high school bination of student, faculty and gotten an understanding of how
students
imitate
them, administrators."
the United Nations works."
proposing, debating, and voting Chapa also depends on her Barry Cubbage (Israel): "A
on resolutions that deal with two officers and the 13-member better understanding of the
current world issues.
Secretariat. James Dedes serves geography of the Middle East."
The Winthrop Model U.N. is as secretary general and Jean Dr. Glenn Thomas, professor
unique in several aspects, ex- Kiser is Chapa's administrative
(Continued on page 13)

WINTHROP COLLEGE

The Winthrop College Alumni Association
invites you to meet

Peer adviser needed
semester hours credit for
taking a course in psychology
next fall. Peers will also
receive a stipend if they successfully complete the course
and perform well as peer advisers.
For more details contact
Dr. Denis Wright, 106 Kinard

Peer advisers are needed
to provide academic help for
new freshmen. Peer advisers
will go through a four- to sixhour workshop this spring
and then be assigned a group
of five incoming freshmen for
next fall semester. Peer advisers will receive two

(323-2184). If you are interested in being a peer adviser, you must complete an
application available through
Dr. Wright's office, Kinard
106. Application deadline is
April 4. Spaces are limited
and will be assigned to the
first 20 qualified applicants.

Winthrop's newly elected president.
Dr. Martha K. Piper;
during a reception in her honor
Wednesday, March 26,1986
b-7 p.m.
McBryde Hall - Room 101

Activists opting for aggression
(CPS)- The newest round of At about the same time, Dar- sylvania State University is a
campus anti-apartheid demon- tmouth students protested when course that if successful will
strations indicates protestors- the administration "kidnapped" hu*t
Mack students," he wrote
and their opponents maybe a shack erected to symbolize the ' n a n official reply to the
switching to different tactics.
plight of South African blacks. students'threats.
It seems to be, one Penn State Stanford students also built a "We went through all the norstudent says, time "to be more shantytown that ultimately was mal protests,*; says Lawrence G.
aggressive."
defaced by unknown vandals Patrick, president of the Black
In recent months, students last week. The Dartmouth shan- Caucus at Penn State. "We felt
have erected purposefully-un- ties earlier had been vandalized we had no choice but to get more
sightly "shantytowns" to by self-professed conservative aggressive."
illustrate campus links to racism students.
Black students refused

jarpSJwa,: E ? a , R S f =
Mffjsrjsa JLTZZZ&ZA

frightening of all to some ad- t h e o f f i c e o f CaW3anta Barbara
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ministrators, threatened to in- Chancellor Robert Hutenback.
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terfere with college efforts to The students left before being J 2 ^
recruit minority students if their arrested, but as confrontations
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1320 Cherry Rd.
(1 block South of Cherry Park)

Stop by and register for a chance to
win a Boys or Girls BMX free style

bicycle.
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refusing to spend money at p e n n state President Bryce D r e v j o u s
nrotests
campus shops and promising to Jordan says the administration mini«trj»tnr*ronmMl«» '
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, u r t "r
• .R t i v i t i e s w e r e strictly educaPenn State is linripp
under a Mcourt
"I personally believe that the
Thi _ threatens to keen
Students Coalition t h e
w minority
enrollment to five percent by Against Racism s current effort
working" aavs
t) f
1967. Minorities now comprise to link the call for divestment w m i a I n A s b u r ^ > v i c e president
3.7 percent of the school s w i t h » boycott of minority ^ 9 t u d e n t activities at Penn
students.
recruitment progruns at Penn(Continued on page 13)

SALES & SERVICE . 324-5125

Shealy recognized for service
By JILLIAN COFFIN
TJ staff writer
Anna Shealy, an interior
design student, has been
recognized by the Carolinas
Chapter of ASID, the American
Society of Interior Designers,
for her outstanding service to
her local ASID chapter and the
interior design profession.
Shealy is president of the
Winthrop ASID chapter. She is
also a student board member of
the Carolina CI apter of ASID.
Shealy recently received the
Gary Idol Award at the annual
awards banquet this past
November in Charlotte, N.C.
"I was very excited because
Gary Idol was important to the
design profession," Shealy said.

She is the first student ever
to win this award.
"We are especially pleased
that Anna should be the first
recipient of the award among
the seven very active ASID student chapters in the Carolinas
region," said John McCall, adviser for the Winthrop chapter.

Winthrop. She is also the first
Winthrop ASID member to address the entire Carolinas
Chapter. Shealy has helped
build the most active ASID
chapter in Winthrop's history.

"Students have begun to
realize the importance of being
"From the first time I've been a professional group," Shealy
at Winthrop, I've never seen a said.
more active group. Shealy has
led the group in a very dynamic "I am particularly proud of
way. She has really enrolled Anna and the maturity and proherself in the design communi- fessionalism displayed within
ty," McCall said.
the group of offices including
Daphney Shull, vice president;
Shealy has been responsible Kari King, secretary; and Pam
for many 'firsts' for the chapter, Branch, treasurer.
such as the Southeast Regional "All have done exceptional
ASID Career Days being held at jobs," McCall said.

RSA gets students involved
By DORRIE TONEY
Special to TJ
This week is Resident
Students' Association Week.
The purpose of RSA Week is
to get students involved in
residence hall activities and
provide a week of educational, as well as recreational
activities for residents.
The activities will start today with a "Welcome to Winthrop" banner contest. Each
residence hall may enter a
banner which may be used on
Winthrop Day. The banners
must be up by noon and the
judging will take place at 2
p.m.
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Bancroft Lobby, Sonya Wolff,
residence director of Phelps
Hall, will present "Beam Me

Up," a program about promoting positive feelings
toward yourself and others.
On Tuesday, the rooms
entered in the Most Original,
Homiest, and Craziest Room
contest will be judged.
The Roommate Game will
be held at 7 p.m. Wednesday
night in the Lee Wicker
lobby.

McBryde at 5 p.m.
The residence hall unit that
has earned the most points
for attending campus events
will receive the award which
is named after Cynthia
Cassens, the associate dean of
residence life.

The awards for the banner
contest, room contest, and
roommate game will also be
Jeff Mann, vice president presented at the banquet.
for student life, will host the
The members of RSA ingame in which a roommate vite all Winthrop students,
couple from each residence faculty, and staff to attend
hall is awarded points for these events. Anyone with
each question both of them questions may call Brenda
answer correctly.
Jenkins, chairperson of the
RSA Week will conclude on RSA Week Activities ComThursday with the Cassens' mittee, at 3311 or Harriet
Cup Award Banquet. The Gardner, chairperson of the
Banquet will be in the Facul- Cassens' Cup Committee, at
ty and staff lounge of 3281 for assistance.

Animals are your friends.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. 6
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The Officers of The Political Science Club
would like to thank all of the students who went with us
on our trek to Florida over Spring Break. Because of our
activities the following changes have been made in Florida:
(1) Allriderson "Pirates of the Caribbean" must wear seat belts (Right, "N*

Donna?).
(2) New beds in the Quality Inn (Right, Barry?)
(3) New ventilation system in the rooms (Right, whoever?)
(4) No more falling rocks at Stone Mountain.

£

JL
JL
£.

Thanks for making it such a great trip! Wherever shall
*
we go next year?
g.
James, Jean, Connie & Janet *

£********:**********************"

INVITATIONS &
ACCESSORIES

Jackson's JUeiiimtg JstarlHce
10% DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
RUTH ANN JACKSON
PHONE 803/329-1214

J

SUE ROBERTSON
PHONE 803/366-3927

Easter Is Only
A Few Days Away
Remember that special person
at Easter with flowers —
the gift that shows
you care.
James Parrish's Flowerland
Across from Richardson Hall
221 Cherry Rd.
328-6205

Featuring "Alfa Romeo" high
top leather punched in soft
Spring colors of Lt. pink, black,
Lt. blue, or off-white.
Also low top punched Ciao in
white.
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EAGLES LANDING
A STUDENT VILLAGE

COMPARE PRICES • • COMPARE LIFE STYLES
EAGLES LANDING
$165/mo./student
$ 55/moJstudent
$ 12/mo./student

—

DORMITORY LIVING
$1,980.00
$660.00
$ 144.00
$1.00

NONE - Everything
Furnished
None-Can Stay All
Year Round
(12 Months)

-RENT.
.FOOD
-UTILITIES-PARKING MISC. EXPENSES

$^,400.00

— Dormitory Room (Projected
cost for 1986-87)
21 Meal Plan
Laundry ($6/wkx 32 weeks)

$812.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$100.00
$ 50.00
$ 50.00——
$ 25.00

TV
.Moving
Vacuum, Broom, etc.
Refrigerator
Must Leave Dorm Room:
Christmas, Spring Break
Fall Break, Summer
No Storage

INCONVENIENCES

$2,785.00

-TOTALS-

$2,649.00 (2 semesters)
'Summer School Dorm Extra

These figures are for comparison only and may vary.

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 1986

It Pays To Live Here
WASHER & DRYER
HI MICROWAVE
66SSP FREE SHUTTLE BUS
BUILT-IN FURNITURE
DISHES
& HOUSEWARES
G
UNENS
SWIMMING POOL & CLUBHOUSE
WITH LARGE SCREEN TV
T
WATER AND SEWAGE PROVIDED
>
UPRJGHT VACUUM CLEANER
•
19" PORTABLE COLOR TV
DISHWASHER/DISPOSAL
• - DEADBOLT SECURITY SYSTEM

EAGLES LANDING is designed to provide cost-efficient housing at
affordable prices for students. It is located on Ebinport Road, just
off Cherry Road, 1.8 miles from the campus on 8 acres of spectacular
wooded property.
"Model unit will be complete in March 1986
*874 square feet thoughtfully planned to accommodate 4 students
per unit.
* Ducted central heating and air conditioning and individually controlled heat pumps in each unit.
* Sound insulated walls and floors throughout.
* Three payment plans available.
"Free Shuttle Bus (runs every class hour).

"cSlfpON

CALL TODAY TO RESERVE
YOUR UNIT (803) 328-0111

Rentals $ 1 6 5 AVG/month/student/12 mo. lease
Single Room and Bath available for
$260/month/student

EAGLES

Present this coupon to our Eagles Landing office at 207
North Cherry Road and receive a free shuttle bus tour of
EAGLES LANDING STUDENT VILLAGE site now under
construction. (By appointment only).
SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A FREE EAGLES
LANDING T-SHIRT

LANDING

OFFICE- 328-0111
207 North Cherry Road
across from Kate Wofford Dorm
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Model UN(Continued from page 10)
magazine, they are being
of the Model U.N. this year, is covered
by
Educational
substituting for Dr. Melford Television (ETV) of Rock Hill,
Wilson who is out of the country and WCCB (Channel 18) wants to
for the year.
interview the two diplomats and
Thomas said that teaching the the guest speaker.
U.N. is like "inheriting ; "I have high hopes that this
something you've admired from will be the best conference
a distance. You don't want to ever," Worrell said.
hurt it; you want to keep it run- Chapa noted that the biggest
ning smoothly. You want to gain the U.N. has given has been
preserve it, yet bring new in- that "my hourglass attitude
sight to it."
toward life has been opened by
Commenting on the benefits the Model U.N."
the class gave to her, Chapa
said, "You receive beyond any
academic understanding of international issues. You gain a (Continued from page 10)
better understanding of issues, State and a black educator who
you increase your com- helped implement the universimunication skills, and your feed- ty's minority recruitment
back is initial in class. I love the program.
CJ.N. and the opportunities that The students adopted the "agare available to students gressive" tactics after the
(through the program)."
trustees voted in January to
Features that make this U.N. maintain $5.5 million invested in
South African companies that
special: the Secretariat is adhered
creating a 10th anniversary Principles. to the Sullivan

Activists

Enjoy the excitement of Hilton Head
Island while working in our surf and gift
shop. We are now accepting applications
for immediate and summer employment.
Some weekends and evening hours
required. Salary above minimum wage. If
you are self-motivated, energetic and enjoy people call (803) 785-4808. Bachelder
Enterprises, P.O. Drawer 11, Hilton Head
Island, S.C. 29938.

REGISTER TO WIN A
FREE EASTER BASKET
with a 30" BUNNY!
Balloon bouquets
starting at 5.95
Spring Cut flowers
starting at 5.95
Silk Easter corsages
starting at 1.50
Fresh Easter corsages
starting at 3.95

FREE DELIVERY TO W1NTHROP

OFFICIAL W I N T H R O P COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE SPRING SEMESTER 1986
Exams are scheduled Thursday, April 24 — Wednesday, April JO according to the first day of the ueek the class meets. For example, a 9:00
a.m. MWF class first meets on Mondav; therefore, the exam time can be found by looking in the "Monday" column belou. Examinations
for 9:00 a.m. Monday classes are gittn at 8:00 a.m. on Thursday.
CLASS
BEGINNING T I M E
MOMDAY
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
4:15 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
TUESDAY
S:00
8:25
9:00
9:50
11:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
6:50 PM
8:00 P\1

E X A M ASSIGNMENT
8:00
8:00
11:30
8:00
8:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
5:00
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:30
6:30

T
R
T
M
S

8:00
11:50
11:30
11:50
11:50
5:00
11:30
5:00
5:00
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:50

F
R
R
F
S
S
M
T
F
R
R
T
R

w
w
M
M
M
S
M
M
M
M
M
Vt'

CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
THURSDAY
9:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
FRIDAY
11:00

1450 Ebenezer Rd.
327-5155

8:00
11:30
8:00
8:00
6.-30
8:00
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30

R
T
M
S
M
W
F
F
W
\X'

11:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:30

R
W
M
T
R
R

8:00 M

Vi'Rl 101 &. 102
MASS EXAM

5:00 R

This is the official examination schedule for spring semester. Examinations may not exceed 2 I'2 hours in length. Legitimate conflicts are defined
as follous: more than one scheduled exam per period: more than tuo scheduled exams per day: and more than three scheduled exams in ani
four con wait uc periods. A student uith a legitimate conflict u ill recene unftcn notification from the Registrar's Office The instructor imnlieii
also uill he icnr notification of the conflict. Students arc responsible for resolving conflicts directly with the instructor by April 4. Peruinj/
conflicts such as lini el plans and u ork schedules do not warrant ii change in examination times.

Come See Us For Delicious

BUFFET SPECIALS
Tuesdays

BUFFET
All You Can Eat
Pizza, Salad Bar, Baked Spaghetti

*3.99

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)

Every Day is special at Pizza Inn with
a super buffet you're sure to enjoy!
MIMEN'S PRICES: AGE X 35*

....

„

WinthropLD.

10% OFF ^

AMERICA'S FAVORITE PIZZA
1919 Cherry Road, Rock Hill

Phone:

9-6 Mon.-Fn.
9-5 Sat.

E X A M ASSIGNMENT

366-3149
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Dinkins Student Union
Chairperson Positions
RESPONSIBILITIES
Dinkins Student Union Chairpeople are responsible
for providing campus activities for the students of
Winthrop College.
General Duties:
DSU advisors
"AttPnrf 1 ^ 1 ^
and officers
Attend scheduled events and meetings
-Work a minimum of 5 office hours per week
-Organize and implement activities according
,g
to position held

BENEFITS
$450.00 for 9 month academic year
-Conference and convention opportunities
-Excellent job experience in budget management,human
relations,etc.
REQUIREMENTS
-2.0 grade point average
-12 semester hours
-Limited involvement in other campus organizations
APPLICATION INFORMATION
Applications are available at
The Student Activities Office
217 Dinkins Student Center
Winthrop College
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733
(803) 323-2248
Application deadline: April 2 at 5 p.n.

Dinkins
Student
Union
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Epicure.
(Continued from page 2)

ta on the committee that will
a ar< t i e
ted to know who was serving
* * ' contract to
them so now all our employees . . 1 ^ stu
®er,v,c®*
that come in contact with ..
dents will have a say
students wear name tags
taw." *»i<f ^ a s s u r e s Mann.
"We're here because of the
Simpson.
students," said Simpson, "and

for the students. The only way
we can improve is if the students
continue to support our efforts
to get informationfromthem.

Special Student Discounts
We 11 never please everyone With College LD.
but we're trying."

3X9-2918

Many of the students feel
cheated because they don't get
to carry over the meals they
don't use from one week to the
next.
Carry-overs are not flowed
because Epicure plans for the
number of meals per week that
there are meal plans for. If
Epicure carried over, a person
with a 10 meal plan could eat 20
in a week. If everyone did this,
some people wouldn't get fed.

Inside
Beaty Mall

ft* W WIN tuwew* vteo w A fe,
MUCHTOW wm a? ne m pewenT5.

"To my knowledge, no food
service in the state has a carryover plan," said Simpson.
Although there are still some
complaints, most students contacted said they are content
with Epicure.
"There's no guarantees that
any other food service's food will
be better or cheaper," said one
student. "I would rather stick
with a company that is used to
our needs than start all over
again with a new company."
In the upcoming contract
wars, there will be three studen-

A U N I S E X STYLING SALON

Call Belinda Hartis
or Linda TrouMefidd
for Appointment

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
I We are looking for girls interested in being counseloraacti?ity instructors in a private
girls camp located in Rendersonville, N.C. Instructors
o®®ded especially in Swimming
(WSIX Horseback riding. Tennis, Backpacking, Archery,
Canoeing, Gymnastics, Craftam, also Soccer, Cheerieaditig,
Drama, Nature study. Field
Hockey. If your school offera a
Summer Internship program
we will be glad to help.
INQUIRES- Morgan Haynes,

Swa0* ^

Tryot> NC

'

TOo/Next
luu/
Door

C o a m PreiiServica

Join your friends at Thursday's
for the best in food, drink, and
fun.
Happy Hour From 12-7 Everyday

4 0 % off

2 0 % off

List Price

Entire Stock

POSTERS
ART PRINTS

STUFFED

ANIMALS

Entire Stock

CALCULATORS

Entire Stock

BACKPACKS

20% Off

TOtfEBAGS"

Entire Stock

IMPRINTED
STATIONERY
Store bon; M-Thm. - &3(MkQ0
Fit 8:30-440
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Choosing a long cflstance
company is a lot like choosing
a roommate.

&

It's better to know what they're
like beforeyou move in.
Living with someone for the first time can be an
"educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company isn't any
different. Because some companies may not give you
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have to
spend a certain amount before you qualify for their
special volume discounts. With some others, voice
quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T there won't be any
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same highquality, trouble-free service you're used to.
With calls that sound as close as nexl door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through
Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
11pm, Sunday through Friday.
With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like immediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And long distance operators to help you anytime there's
a problem on the line.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company. choose A M Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quaiitv is the one thing evervone can agree
on. Call 11 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T.
Reach out and touch someone:

ART

The right choice.

